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For more than twenty years, "Thrasher "magazine has been the leading authority on skateboarders

and their culture. Packed with hundreds of the most intense skateboarding photographs ever

printed, "Insane Terrain "offers a view through the skater's eye, while supplying the necessary

images to incite the imaginations of skateboarders everywhere. The book starts with a historical

overview of the lifestyle and an examination of the history of skateboarders past and present,

including profiles of such well-known legends as Tony Hawk, Tony Alva, and Christian Hosoi.

Finally, the book showcases some of the coolest places on earth to skate, from legendary

underground fullpipes and renowned skateparks to popular street hangouts and cutting-edge

terrain. Utilizing images from "Thrasher's "unparalleled photo archives as well as commentary form

the "Thrasher "crew and friends, "Insane Terrain "is essential for skaters worldwide.
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Thrasher magazine, described by many as the skateboarder's Bible, covers the sport/art/lifestyle

that revolves around a board with four wheels. Since their humble beginnings with a big

tabloid-sized first issue in January 1981, Thrasher has now been in publication for more than twenty

years. The staff is dedicated to keeping up-to-date with skateboarding's continual evolution and the

adventurous spirit of their readership.

It just so happens my elementary school carried one book on the subject of skateboarding back in

the fourth grade. I recently stumbled across this book again here, and bought it right away.



Everything in this book is as gnarly as I can remember from all those years ago, definitely worth it.

Thrasher never fails to deliver, and this book proves just that. Get sucked right into the pavement

grinding excitement. Chock full of great photos and snippets. You'll see some familiar faces and

some awesome terrain you only dreamed of thrashing!

This book has some of the best photography in the skate world, and it proves it when it gets

opened.. BANG! this book will melt your eyes with epic terrain to skate or dream of skating..

A must have book for your living room coffee table collection.I do not like how Jay Adams was

thrown out there in this book,and the controversy over Dusto and the pipe Salba got busted in is

bogus BS,but aside from that,this book is WELL worth the $20 bucks for a crisp,clean and new

copy.If you are a skater for life,you must own this.Purchase this,and if you don't have the spending

gitas,get your girlfriend or mom to buy it!AWESOME BOOK!!!

Thrasher:Insane terrain is an awsome book with great pictures and information. To all skaters i

recommend this book you will enjoy it. To all non-skaters play thrasher skate and destroy that is

also awsome. Thrasher this book is truly a compliment to urselves as a pioneer of the skating

revloution. GREAT BOOK!!!!If u dont read it you are truly missing out it was worth every cent.

I hope the 25 year anniversary book is better, the cover of it looks promising enough with Jay

Adams and the classic Skate & Destroy motto I live by across the front, but this one is b o r i n g.
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